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Team Invitations and Payment
Congratulations, Your team has
been approved, what’s next?



Log into your NOASA account.



If you forgot password, simply click
forgot password and they will email a
link to reset

Team Invitations and Payment
When you log into your account, you
will see your Team and Individual
Insurance balance at the bottom of
the page, Click Pay Now

Review Charges and Click Next at
bottom of the screen
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PAYMENT-Fill out the information to make
your payment via credit card or
ACH/eCheck, Click Finish to complete
payment.



You will receive an email confirmation of
your payment.
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VIEW TEAM ASSIGNMENTS:
Starting at the My Member
Account Home you will now
see a tab to view your Team
Assignments, Click tab.



You will also note you can see
your Team Page from Member
Account Home. This can also
be accessed via the Team
Connect mobile app.
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Team Assignments: The teams you
manage and the teams you play for
will populate here. Click the Team
Page button for the team you want
to invite players to
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TEAM CONNECT- Hide old teams. If you have old teams you
would like to hide, you can click the yellow triangle next to
your name, to display all teams you have been rostered to.
This does NOT delete the information, but hides it for a
cleaner experience, especially on the mobile app.
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TEAM CONNECT- Hide old teams. Simply Click Hide this
Team.
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TEAM CONNECT- Scroll on the left Blue panel to ROSTER.



Once you are on the correct roster you wish to invite players,
click the + Add new roster members button in the center
panel.
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TEAM CONNECT- Adding
Players to Invite



You can manually add players
by entering: FirstName, Last
Name and Email Address.
Once all the players are
added click blue Send Invites
button below added players



IMPORTING FROM PREVIOUS
TEAM: Use drop down box on
the right hand side to choose
a previous team. You can
choose which players you
want to invite by deleting
unwanted ones.



SEE NOTE NEXT SLIDE: If you
do NOT see Import Button
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TEAM CONNECT- IMPORT PLAYER
BUTTON NOT WORKING



When you see the Blue IMPORT
below your drop down button, but
is does not seem to be working,
move your curser around it, until
you see the HAND, then click.



Sometimes the screen Font is smaller
or larger and the word IMPORT is
hidden in other text. Try using Ctrl+
or Ctrl- (Command+ or Commandon Mac) to increase or decrease
screen size and make IMPORT
visible, so you are able to click.
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TEAM CONNECT- IMPORTING FROM
A PREVIOUS ROSTER



You can remove players who are not
intending to return to the team by
clicking the trashcan at the far right
of each player name.



Once you have all the members you
want to invite blue Send Invites and
Add Roster Members. This will
populate those invitees onto your
roster. Current Roster Members will
only be yourself, prior to adding
new Members.
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TEAM CONNECT- Viewing Roster
after adding invitations



You can see players who have declined
to play this season. Feel free to click
their name and choose to remove
from the roster.



If you remove players, you can always
add more, up to 25 on your roster.
This helps for teams that have players
who can’t make every game.



Once a player accepts the invite, it
will no longer say: Not ActivatedMembership Pending and their ID
photo will populate if/when they are
verified.
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TEAM CONNECT- Choosing Uniform
Colors



In the upper right blue box you can
choose your Uniform colors.



This helps your own players know
what color to wear (Home and Away)
and the opponent, to know if there is
a conflict.



Please note: ALL players are to have
a number on the back of their jersey,
this is a rule. When wearing an
alternate uniform, there is usually
some leniency. The easy way to avoid
problems is NOT to give the referee a
reason to need your number, except
for scoring and assisting goals .
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TEAM CONNECT- Choosing Uniform
Colors



You have to pick both Home and Away
colors for the top and bottom of the
uniform.



You can choose Black for bottoms to
be generic.



Please choose the AWAY color so your
team mates know what color to carry,
as an alternate. This makes pre-game
easier when 2 teams have similar
colors or the colors are difficult to
distinguish, especially with setting
sun glare at certain fields. Don’t
make it difficult for the referee or
your own players.
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WAIVERS:- Code of Conduct



Please take the time to read this
document. Managers are jointly
responsible for the actions of their
team members.



If you know you have a problem or
the potential for a problem, be
proactive. Have the player step off
the field or take time away from
the game. It IS just a game, and
we all come to play, enjoy and
continue with our lives afterwards.
Sometimes we all need to step
away and take a breath.
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WAIVERS- NOASA Agreement to Participate:In
consideration for being allowed to participate in any
way for the Northeastern Ohio Amateur Soccer
Association, its Affiliates, Leagues, Member Teams,
related events and activities you acknowledge,
appreciate, and agree to abide by federal, state,
local, and facility guidelines. Failure to abide by
such guidelines will result in exclusion from
participation.



This includes but is not limited to: wearing a mask at
all facilities, except for active play; social distancing
and avoiding on-site group congregation before,
during and after games; use of sanitizer and/or proper
handwashing, temperature/health check by
individuals on game day. Please help follow the
current guidelines so we can play soccer this spring
and continue in the future.



ASSUMPTION AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF RISKS
AND RELEASE OF LIABILITY AGREEMENT: Standard
issue NOASA and USASA Relaese of Liability

